Know Your Machine Technology:

The End of Fleet
Payment Headaches

Monitoring, verifying, and reconciling payments related to operating a vehicle
is a time-consuming necessity for many fleets and their companies. By
transferring the payment transaction process from the driver to the vehicle,
fleets can help improve efficiency and eliminate misuse and fraud.
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Even with the growing array of fleet management

transparent manner. But when these policies are not

solutions

followed, significant organizational inefficiencies and

and

integrations

among

different

management tools, the administrative side of fleet
operations—specifically related to payments—has not
kept up. In fact, mundane administrative tasks related
to authorizing, tracking and reconciling payment
information are as time-consuming and wasteful
as ever, taking fleet personnel away from their core
function of managing the day-to-day running of the
fleet itself.
These administrative headaches include managing
payments related to routine, frequent or regular
transactions, such as fuel, titling and registration or

budget-draining waste can result.
Whether a driver follows fleet policy and adheres to
the rules, the payment headache chain continues to
back-office personnel, who have the onerous task of
chasing down expense reports, reconciling receipts
and qualifying payments.
Taken together, this ultimately results in a lose-lose
situation for the company with missed opportunities
for cost savings, and productive time wasted that
could have been directed to the primary focus of

tolls and routine maintenance.

managing the business and the fleet.

Adding to the administrative burden of the payment

While this is the hard truth that many fleets operate

process is the human factor. Drivers are responsible
for following fleet policy related to the payment of
services. This includes using approved vendors,
adhering to rules about how and when company credit

under today, there is good news. Fleet payment
technology is catching up to other fleet management
solutions—offering an antidote to these longstanding
financial headaches.

cards are used and reporting expenses in a timely and
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The Fleet Card & the Human Factor
Among the most common methods that fleets use to combat the inefficiencies of drivers purchasing pay-as-you-go
services is with fleet cards. These fleet fuel and maintenance cards are typically used only with approved vendors with
preset spending limits, and are often equipped with security devices or safeguards, such as embedded chips, real-time
reporting capabilities, etc. Currently, about 40-50 percent of fleets use a fleet fuel or maintenance card with that rate
growing at about 2 percent per annum. And while limits and controls help add transparency to daily purchases, this can
still lead to numerous challenges and inefficiencies as the process is reliant on the driver using the card correctly.

A simple example of how a payment system can be misused by a driver is the fuel card. There are three ways
these cards are abused:
1. Simple misuse — the driver uses the card at a location or on a day they are not authorized to use it.
2. Fraud — the driver or an outside party uses the fuel card to purchase additional fuel for an unauthorized vehicle.
3. Slippage — the driver uses the card for a non-approved purchase (e.g., a food item) and has it coded as part of the
fuel purchase (often with the cooperation of an employee at the fueling station) .
Even with stringent technological safeguards and policies in place, the reliance on fleet cards cannot guarantee they will
be used properly. While they do help simplify the fleet payment process, they do not completely eliminate the burden on
management to closely track all purchases.
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Know Your Machine:
Removing the Human
Factor
One key to improving the veracity of a transaction
and eliminating the need to constantly monitor
the payment environment is to remove the human
element from the transaction.
This is the solution delivered by patented Know Your
MachineTM (KYM) technology. With roots in the Internet
of Things (IoT) technology, KYM takes the application
to the next level—in this instance, to the vehicle itself.
By assigning each vehicle a unique identity, data can
be collected in real time to authenticate the vehicle,
enforce limits and controls on spending and validate
services the vehicle receives—all without the driver’s
involvement.
From a payment perspective, the vehicle itself makes
the payment required with the pre-approved vendor.
This is typically done using a virtual card; though other
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payment methods can also be used, such as electronic
ACH, and the payment is made more securely and
authenticated. Services are also validated at the time
of the payment, which helps prevent the potential of
future disputes.
By freeing the driver from the payment process, the
driver is no longer, in essence, the weak link in the
administrative and accounting chain. Instead, fleet
personnel set the payment parameters on the front
end, and transactions occur in an automated fashion.
Importantly, fleet managers continue to oversee
transactions, approving exceptions or authorizing
irregular purchases.
KYM technology ends the fleet payment headaches
of a human-oriented system by making the vehicle
“accountable” for handling the day-to-day payments
both automatically and in accordance with fleet and
company policy. This allows drivers to focus on their
jobs, fleet staff to more productively manage their
vehicles, and back-office staff to concentrate on
financial issues rather than monitor routine payments.
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0 Vehicle Onboarding

1 Identity Verification (KYM)

• Identity created

Putting the New
Paradigm into Practice

•
•
•
•

Telematics IMEI
CAN Bus data
GPS data
Odometer

This patented KYM technology is rapidly evolving,

and Discover® Global Network and Car IQ have joined
forces to make it a reality marrying the real-time data
capabilities of IoT and the transactional security of a
trusted commercial payment network. The platform also
enables quick and simplistic onboarding of new fleets,
integration of automotive merchant service providers and
controls that allow fleet managers to set rules related to
a variety of payment variables, including spending limits
and preferred merchants.

2 Connect to Merchant System
• Car IQ establishes session with merchant
based upon: location (e.g., fuel), merchant
request (e.g., tolls), or vehicle owner request
(e.g., maintenance)

3 Payment Authorization
• Discover® Global Network generates payment token
• Pre-authorization, such as in the case of automated
fuel dispensers, can be handled as well

4 Service Verification
• Merchant sends final amount and requests
payment authorization from Car IQ
• Car IQ validates the service
• Car IQ provides approval for payment to
merchant

Provided by:
Discover Global Network
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5 Payment
• Merchant runs the token through their
normal card acceptance process to collect
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Setting a Course for the Future
This new advance—allowing a vehicle to pay for services on its own—signals a major step forward in ending fleet
payment headaches tied to acquiring needed services. Removing the driver from the payment process helps eliminate
the potential for mistakes and, in extreme cases, fraud—helping the company reduce or get rid of waste related to these
routine, but necessary, payment transactions.
Most importantly for fleet managers, this new technology removes them from the administrative burden related to these
payments, allowing them to focus on the fundamentals of managing the fleet and serving the company’s bottom line.

To find out how your fleet can benefit from the Car IQ and Discover Global Network partnership, please e-mail
DiscoverCommercialPayments@discover.com
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About Discover® Global Network
Discover® Global Network, the global payments brand of Discover Financial Services, processes millions of cardholder
transactions each day. With industry expertise, innovative technology and a closed-loop infrastructure, Discover Global
Network provides effective, customized solutions that evolve as needs change. Discover Global Network has alliances
with 20 payment networks around the world, and is led by three Discover businesses: Discover Network, with millions
of retail and cash access locations; PULSE®, one of the leading ATM/debit networks; and Diners Club International®, a
global payments network with acceptance in 200 countries and territories.

For more information, visit DiscoverGlobalNetwork.com

About Car IQ
Car IQ is the first payment solution developed for vehicles and fleets that enables vehicles to transact directly, more
securely and autonomously with all payment networks, banks and service providers. Car IQ’s underlying technology
is based on a patented machine identity verification process that allows vehicles and machines to connect directly
to payment networks, physical infrastructures, and mobility platforms. The payment platform enables vehicles to
automatically initiate and complete payments for services such as tolls, fuel, parking and more. Car IQ was designed
to serve the broad needs of vehicles including fleet managers, automotive OEMs, car sharing services, ride sharing
platforms, and commercial fleets. For more information, visit www.gocariq.com
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